POČITATELNOST PODSTATNÝCH JMEN
– EXERCISES
(COUNTABLE AND UNCOUNTABLE NOUNS)
E1/ DOPLŇTE A/AN, KDE JE TO POTŘEBNÉ
"What is it?"
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

It is .......... pen.
It is .......... egg.
It is .......... textbook.
It is .......... orange.
It is .......... apple.
It is .......... newspaper.
It is .......... bread.
It is .......... sand.
It is .......... ink.
It is .......... letter.

E2/ DOPLŇTE A/AN, KDE JE TO POTŘEBNÉ
"What is there in the cupboard?"
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

There is .......... flour.
There is .......... wine.
There is .......... sugar.
There is .......... box of .......... eggs.
There is .......... bottle of .......... rum.
There is .......... jar of .......... jam.
There is .......... apricot.
There is .......... bread.
There is .......... peach.
There is .......... rice.

E3/ DOPLŇTE A/AN, KDE JE TO POTŘEBNÉ
"What did you get for Christmas?"
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

I got .......... sweater.
I got .......... money.
I got .......... beautiful painting.
I got .......... Indian cookery book.
I got .......... bottle of .......... whiskey.
I got .......... socks and .......... shirt.
I got ..........English dictionary.
I got .......... watch.
I got .......... chocolates.
I got .......... lot of .......... things.

E4/ DOPLŇTE A, AN NEBO SOME, KDE JE TO POTŘEBNÉ
" I bought .......... .
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

I bought .......... record.
I bought .......... potatoes.
I bought .......... flour and .......... sugar.
I bought .......... bread.
I bought .......... loaf of .......... bread.
I bought .......... lemonade.
I bought .......... bottle of .......... lemonade.
I bought .......... flowers.
I bought .......... bunch of ........... flowers.
I bought .......... fruit and .......... box of .......... chocolates.

E5/ DOPLŇTE A, AN NEBO SOME, KDE JE TO POTŘEBNÉ
"Would you like ..........?"
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Would you like .......... lunch?
Would you like .......... apple?
Would you like .......... wine?
Would you like .......... cup of .......... coffee?
Would you like .......... soup?
I’d like .......... vegetables with my meat, please.
I'd like .......... cheese, please.
Would you like .......... cigarette?
Would you like .......... chocolate?
I’d like .......... omelette with chips, please.

E6/ NĚKTERÉ Z TĚCHTO VĚT POTŘEBUJÍ DOPLNIT A/AN.
OPRAVTE CHYBNÉ VĚTY.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Paul goes everywhere by bike. He hasn’t got car.
Ann was listening to music when I arrived.
We went to very nice restaurant last weekend.
I clean my teeth with toothpaste.
I use toothbrush to clean my teeth.
Can you tell me if there’s bank near here?
My brother works for insurance company in London.
I don’t like violence.
Can you smell paint?
We need petrol. I hope we come to petrol station soon.
I wonder if you can help me. I have problem.
Susan has got interview for job tomorrow.
Sarah doesn’t usually wear jewellery but yesterday she was wearing necklace.
I think basketball is very good game.

E7/ DOPLŇTE NÁSLEDUJÍCÍ SLOVA DO VĚT.
POUŽIJTE A, AN, KDE JE TO NUTNÉ.
accident
biscuit
blood
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

coat
decision
electricity

key
letter
moment

music
question
sugar

It wasn’t your fault. It was ................. .
Listen! Can you hear .................... .
I couldn’t get into the house because I didn’t have ........................ .
It’s very warm today. Why are you wearing ............................ .
Do you take ............................. in your coffee?
Are you hungry? Would you like ................................. with your coffee?
Our lives would be very different without ................................. .
I didn’t phone them. I wrote ............................. instead.
The heart pumps .................................. through the body.
Excuse me, but can I ask you ..................................... ?
I’m not ready yet. Can you wait ..............................., please?
We can’t delay much longer. We have to make ........................... soon.

E8/ KTERÝ Z PODTRŽENÝCH VÝRAZŮ V TĚCHTO VĚTÁCH
JE SPRÁVNÝ?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Have you heard noise / a noise just now? No, I haven’t heard anything.
If you want to know the news, you can read paper / a paper.
I want to write some letters but I haven’t got a paper / any paper to write on.
I thought there as somebody in the house because there was light / a light on inside.
Light / A light comes from the sun.
I was in a hurry this morning. I didn’t have time / a time for breakfast.
Did you enjoy your holiday? Yes, we had wonderful time / a wonderful time.
Sue was very helpful. She gave us some very useful advice / advices.
We had very good weather / a very good weather while we were on holiday.
We were very unfortunate. We had bad luck / a bad luck.
It’s very difficult to find a work / job at the moment.
Our travel / journey from London to Istanbul by train was very tiring.
When the fire alarm rang, there was total chaos / a total chaos.
I had to buy a / some bread because I wanted to make some sandwiches.
Bad news don’t / doesn’t make people happy.
Your hair is / Your hairs are too long. You should have it / them cut.
Nobody was hurt in the accident but the damage / the damages to the car was / were quite bad.

